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Incidence Chorégraphique
(Soloist and Etoiles from Paris Opera)
With the kind permission and particular encouragements of Brigitte Lefèvre,
the director of dance at Paris National Opera, such “out of the walls”
evenings make it possible to the dancers of Paris Opera Ballet to arrange their
own programme.
Incidence Chorégraphique- a group of the dancers of Paris Opera Ballet,
joined together under the artistic direction of Bruno Bouché - proposes a
varied programme featuring the choreographic creations with the classical
ballet, the neo-classical dance works.
“Bruno Bouché, one of the most appreciated members of the corps de ballet of Paris Opera Ballet, conceived a diversified
programme without any lassitude, to show how the rising generation of Paris Opera Ballet dancers are now well ready not
only to dance the great classical repertory on top form but to create their own choreography or to interpret the newest
contemporary works. This is a very impressive demonstration to tame the people down who persist in maintaining ghettos
and to create barriers between the classical and modern.”
Gérard Mannoni (Elle, Atmosphère) for Altamusica
The evening opening a new perspective up was particularly interesting with its programme and the quality of the
interpreters [... ] who would deserve some prizes of the Vocation! Let’s hope the success of the dancers make it possible
this programme to be presented in other theatres in France, and I would like to tell all who don’t know anything about
them not to miss their performance, one day if you see their posterin your town.
René Sirvin, Le Figaro
“Bruno Bouché, a Sujet of Paris Opera Ballet, formed "Incidence Chorégraphique", a group or rather a structure which
enables the dancers of Paris Opera Ballet not only to dance but also introduce their choreographic works. The programme
richly varied among the extracts of the repertory and the creations, is strong enough to appeal to a large audience. The
excellent quality of the dancers as well as their creations also firmly supports its high standard.”
Sonia Schoonejans in Ballet2000

SNG-Maribor Ballet - Radio & Juliet (Edward Clug)

The brilliant choreographer Edward Clug translates the world’s greatest love story, boldly expressed
against the epic work of the alternative rock band, Radiohead.
Ballet Maribor’s Radio & Juliet interprets the delicacy of love with the cold hand of mechanization in
the modern world.
Radiohead’s music, coupled with the expressive mix of ballet Maribor ’s signature minimalist forms,
intensifies feelings of desperation, alienation and loneliness, creating an atmosphere of aggression and
the accelerating passage of time.
Radio & Juliet was created in 2005 at Maribor’s Opera and Ballet house, and was touring to different
countries like Belgium, Greece, Croatia, Portugal (Lisbon), Italy, Serbia, France, Netherlands, Israel,
Singapore, USA (Pittsburgh festival), Jacob’s Pillow,
SiDance Festival (Korea), Brazil…
etc.
Over 100 shows already in the world..
Over 175,000 people have seen this breathtaking
performance.

Victor Ullate Ballet

Created in 1988, the Víctor Ullate Ballet – Comunidad de Madrid, has
gone through different stages. From its beginnings, when all his
dancers were students who were emerging from the school, until
today, when the company opens its doors internationally and ballet
acquires a more
global level.
The Company’s work is characterized by various factors : on one hand
the improvement and enhancement of the classic technique, to
uniform the dance level of its cast, and otherwise diversified styles,
from classical repertoire to the typical neo-classical company’s work.
These factors, plus the exclusivity of their repertoire, are the strong
points that have defined and characterized the domain of a unique
style, which have provided the success and continuity to the
company.
Víctor Ullate was born in Zaragoza. He studied with Maria de Avila
in Zaragoza and later began his career with the ballet of Antonio Ruiz
Soler. His carreer next step begun when he joined the Ballet of the
20th Century under the direction of Maurice Béjart where he
remained for fourteen years and leading many roles.
In 1978 he was the principal role in Gaite Parisienne, created for him
by Béjart, based on the choreographer's biography. In this
performance Ullate portrayed Béjart itself.
In 1979 the Spanish government entrusted him the formation of a ballet company, the first one created in the
country, which he directed for four years.
In 1983 he created the School that bears his name “Centro de Danza Víctor Ullate”. This Centre is the core from
which emerge the Víctor Ullate Ballet, presented with 22 dancers at the Teatro Arriaga (Bilbao), in April 28th in
1988, obtaining both public and critical great success. Since then, the Company has continued to achieve success
around the world under the direction of Ullate.
Over the years, the company has acquired its own identity through a wide repertoire of choreographies.
In 1989 Víctor Ullate won the Nacional Premio de Danza. In 1996 he was awarded the Gold Medal de las Bellas
Artes. In April 2007 he was awarded the prize of the Fundación Autor. And in 2008, he is awarded from the
PREMIO MAX DE HONOR for his career. He has received other award like the Medal from Granada Festival in
1998.
In September of 2000,´Víctor Ullate created the Foundation for Dance Víctor Ullate to promote the classic ballet
and train dancers without ressources.

Victor Ullate Ballet
Program:
Samsara - El Arte della Danza - Coppelia - Bolero - Jaleos

Che Malambo
First and unique performance in the world of Malambo, they have the
strength and the power of a horde in full gallop, the grace and spirit of
Argentinean dancers, the beauty of those that are free. There are fourteen
performers on stage. Only the men dance the malambo, a gaucho
tradition, (cowboys from the pampas). A genuine outlet that asks for
dexterity and incomparable energy, Malambo carries ever ything in its
way and leaves us
astounded and exhausted,.
They stamp their heeled boots or their bare feet on the roughly treated
floor, keep the rhythm with the bombo - a drum made of wood and hide,
and hold & turn the boleados - originally 2 or 3 leather straps full of
stones. Not simply folk dancing here but well-trained dancers who have a
strong technique that allows for very physical sequences. Gilles Brinas,
dancer and French choreographer fell in love with malambo. He has
conceived a series of scenes capable of showing all the richness of this
unbridled tradition.

INTERNATIONAL GALA with International guest Stars
6-prime agency is the reference in dance production, creating beautiful and striking events for live
performances.
We work with dancers from dance companies such as Bolshoi, Mariinsky, Paris Opera, Het National Ballet
from Amsterdam and Royal Ballet of London, in both classical ballet repertoire and contemporary
choreographies.
6-prime delivers performances tailor-made to the needs of our clients. Our range of services is very large
and always based upon high artistic standards.

